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 The Common Friars are men and women, married and single, lay and 
ordained, of an emerging monastic order in the Episcopal Church. We 
use the term friar, not in its literal sense of brother, but in its missional 
connotation of being sent out.  Much of our life together now revolves 
around the issues of living together. However, we do not see ourselves 
as only concerned with that question. Our home is the Good Earth Farm 
in Southeast Ohio where we live, work and aspire to be signs of the 
Kingdom of God. We live by the charisms of poverty, joy, and hospital-
ity. Altar & Table is a quarterly journal of our community. It is an ex-
pression of our common study and formation as we love and serve the 
Incarnate Christ, as we try to live close to the source, close to prayer, 
close to the Eucharist, close to food and farm, close to beauty and art. 
Altar & Table is an offering to all those who wish to share in our com-
mon life and learn as we learn. 

Altar & Table is published four times a year by the Common Friars of the 

Good Earth Farm. © 2011 Common Friars 



Dear Readers, 
 
This issue of Altar & Table is exploring another charism of the Common 
Friars—Joy. We had a retreat in March where this least discussed 
charism was the focus. Joy seems to be something as difficult to discuss 
as it is to maintain.  
 
On the farm in the springtime, it is not hard to find signs of joy. It is in 
the return to colorful foods that we have missed eating all winter, in the 
surprise birth of a lamb, and in the gritty dirt under our nails from fi-
nally planting spring crops.   
 
I think we often wonder whether we should be joyful always. Even more 
than that, I think we wonder how to achieve that. We struggle. We are 
sorrowful; we experience disappointment and pain, grief, and even an-
ger, jealousy and fear. But what if none of these things preclude joy? 
 
What if joy is always present? Like the presence of God, it is ever-
present with those who follow Christ. And like the presence of God and 
his love, we need to learn how to receive it. What if in the midst of our 
pain and suffering we were able to maintain the joy of our salvation? If 
we understand joy to be more than emotion, then this becomes more 
comprehensible. Joy must be more than our feelings. It must be more 
than our present circumstances. If that were not so then no Christian, 
no person at all, could ever really know complete joy. Life will always 
threaten it.  
 
But if joy is always present and waiting to be had, shouldn‘t this worry, 
disorient, maybe even anger us? If joy is always present then why do we 
not know joy more fully? How can we in good conscience proclaim joy 
when we lose those that we love, when we suffer pain, when we witness 
injustice? Yet, I believe this is precisely what Christ has given us. I do 
not think we are asked to deny the hurt, the fear, the loss that we feel, 
but I do believe Christ is teaching us that it does not threaten his pres-
ence and the joy that his closeness brings. I do believe that Christ wants 
to teach us how to receive what has already been promised to us.     
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sonya M. Whetstone, Editor 
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Joy  
 

Joy is a charism of the Common Friars. Below is an excerpt from our 
Rule of Life that explains our current understanding of what that 
means.   

 

We are called to live into the joy of the Incarnation. Jesus tells us that 

we are blessed and that the Kingdom of God is among us. We must not 

forget the evil that exists in the world. We must do so knowing the poor, 

those who mourn, the meek, those who hunger and thirst for righteous-

ness, the merciful, the pure of heart, the peacemakers, and the perse-

cuted are blessed.  Knowing that God is in everything, we must learn to 

walk, sit, and speak with that blessed assurance. Knowing that the King-

dom is amongst us, we must become practiced in seeing it. We will not 

walk about dismal, but with a quiet confidence, a resonant joy. 

Common Friars Rule of Life, Joy 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

Photograph| Dan Krauss 
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Tears of Joy  
by Father Thomas J. Fehr 

 

T 
ears sometimes come unexpectedly and for surprising reasons.  
When I came to a sudden realization that a long delay in com-
pleting my first master‘s degree was a matter of God‘s timing 
that would actually help me complete my Master of Divinity 

sooner, tears flowed.  Having experienced a seriously broken relation-
ship with my brother Bob after coming out, it appeared we would not 
reconcile as he neared his death. The words spoken with his last ounce 
of energy were to my brother Michael: ―Tell Tom peace.‖ When Michael 
shared those words with me, tears flowed.  When, after six months of 
intense discernment, and after having always said I would never live in 
a religious community, I became a member of the Common Friars, tears 
flowed.  Likewise, being a person who would often shy away from any-
one who is handicapped because of the fear that I wouldn‘t know what 
to say or do, I am now blessed to know Andy Rinehart, a parishioner at 
St. Luke‘s with Cerebral Palsy.  As my two year residency at St. Luke‘s 
nears an end, I will soon have to say goodbye to Andy.  Once again, tears 
will flow.  My experience of Christ‘s presence in these and in every 
situation has taught me that these tears flow from joy.  
  
What struck me about Andy when I met him was just how much like 
everyone else he is.   As I watched him interact with the staff, I realized 
that he could joke and tease with the best. Through his sense of humor, 
he has won the hearts of everyone at the center.  He won mine too!  One 
day, following Andy as he wheeled himself down the hall steering his 

electric chair with his chin and a joystick, I called 
out:  ―Hey Andy, slow down.  You‘re the only one 
on wheels!‖  If it hadn‘t been for the strap holding 
him in, I think he would have rolled right out on 
the floor he was laughing so hard. I can tell you 
that they never worry about the lights going out at 
the home – with his bright eyes, broad smile, in-
fectious laugh and keen sense of humor, Andy 
lights up the place all by himself.  Besides having 
a great sense of humor, Andy is a good listener 
and many a fellow resident and staff member 
come to him when they need to talk.   
 
When you see a person suffering from such a 
cruel disease, who is utterly dependent upon oth-
ers for his care and who can still exhibit such Andy Rinehart 
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mirth and love, you have to stop and ask 
yourself, "Why?"  The answer, Andy is full of 
joy; the kind of joy that makes tears flow. 
 
Joy is not simply a matter of feeling happy.  
The Westminster Dictionary of Theological 
Terms defines joy as:  A sense of extreme 
happiness and well-being related in Scrip-
ture to knowing God and God‘s actions and 
love, specifically in Jesus Christ.‖  This is 
what Andy has. 
 
Andy was born in Cambridge, Ohio on De-
cember 13, 1976.  He was mainstreamed in 
the public school system and received his 
high school diploma.  Some students and staff treated him badly, but he 
had good friends and supporters as well.   It was while he was in high 
school that his home health aide, Bill Quinlan invited him to visit St. 
Luke‘s.  Andy was baptized that same year; 1992.  He is now one of our 
most faithful Sunday worshipers. 
 
Andy arrives every Sunday morning from Newark Healthcare Center on 
the Earthworks bus.  From the time Andy deboards until he reboards, 
there is a team ready to assist him.  I am convinced that it is not so 
much because Andy needs assistance, but because . . . well why wouldn‘t 
you want to be around someone with so much joy? 
 
Loving relationships seem to be the key to Andy‘s joy.  His mother is his 
staunchest advocate, and he often speaks of his relationship with his 
grandmother, Mary, who having heard so much about I have little doubt 
has joined the communion of saints in heaven.  Andy treasures his fam-
ily and looks forward to opportunities to go home for a weekend.  I‘ve 
already mentioned his great relationships with the staff and residents 
where he lives.   
  
At Licco Inc., which provides employment for people with developmen-
tal disabilities in Licking County, Ohio, Andy‘s the go-to guy.   His su-
pervisors know that anything they ask of him, if he can do it, he will.  He 
always gives 100%.   
 
One of the ways that Andy physically expresses his joy is through his 
art.  He is currently doing a painting of St. Luke‘s historic church build-
ing that will be sold at silent auction to benefit the choir‘s 2012 tour to 
Oxford, England.  It‘s his way of giving back to the community, of being 

Joy is that knowledge, 

that feeling that lets 

you know God is 

always present, ever 

loving and ever seeking 

the best for us.   
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fully alive as a member of the Body of Christ.   Some of Andy‘s paintings 
grace the halls of the center where he lives.  I can‘t help but smile when 
I see them.  Why?  Because it‘s another way Andy shares his joy with 
others.  Andy wanted to share his joy with you and has allowed us to 
feature one of those paintings entitled ―Sky Blue‖ on the cover of this 
issue of the Altar and Table. 
 
One thing Andy teaches those who encounter him is that joy is never 
contingent upon your circumstances.  Joy is that knowledge, that feel-
ing that lets you know God is always present, ever loving and ever seek-
ing the best for us.  I remember a friend who I used to work with that 
would always say, ―No one can steal my joy!‖  That‘s because nothing 
can separate us from the love of God. 
 
At the Good Earth Farm, we know the gift of joy; we claim it as one of 
our charisms.  We experience life as a journey where no matter what, 
God is with us, and we strive to do all that we do in the name of Christ.  
We try to live each moment in Christ‘s presence.  It‘s really quite simple: 
if you want to live a joyful life, put Jesus first. 
 
Andy brings joy into my life! I hope one day he can visit us at the Good 
Earth Farm.  We would certainly have at least one thing in common:  
joy!  Perhaps on such a visit, tears would flow. 
 
Fr. Thomas J. Fehr joined the Common Friars as a postulant on October 25, 
2010. As of February 1, he lives on the farm and commutes to Granville, where 
he continues to serve at St. Luke's through June as Assistant to the Rector. 
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My Cup  
by Sonya M. Whetstone  

 

“My cup runneth over.” 
 

W 
hen I read or pray this particular verse from Psalm 23, I 
am immediately challenged by one thing: waste.  What is 
the point of filling a cup beyond its limits? Would I not 
stop pouring into the cup when the liquid reaches the rim 

of the glass? That is what the cup is for, afterall; it holds the drink, mak-
ing it possible for us to drink. But when a cup overflows, it is impossible 
to drink what is lost. Yet, I believe that it is not limitation that this verse 
teaches us but instead the abundance of God. I am learning this through 
liturgy.  
 
In Matthew 14, we read that Jesus‘s disciples wanted to send away the 
crowd to go find food. Jesus told them there was no need to do this. 
―You give them something to eat?‖ His disciples made an excellent ob-
servation; they only had five loaves and two fish. In Matthew 15, we 
read that Jesus had compassion on another crowd of people and wanted 
to feed them. He called to his disciples to tell them this. They were again 
astonished at the request Jesus made. How could they possibly feed that 
many people? The disciples had only seven loaves and a less precise 
number of fish. The disciples were faced with an apparent limitation. In 
both examples Jesus demonstrated exactly how the crowd would be fed.  
He took the loaves and few small fish that the disciples had and gave 
thanks and broke the bread and gave them to his disciples. His disciples 
then passed them out to the crowd. What we find is ―they all ate and 
were satisfied.‖  
 
In the first account of this 
miracle, they took up seven 
loaves of broken pieces left 
over, in the other, twelve. But 
what I find most astonishing 
is not only that Christ fed 
thousands with a few fish and 
some bread but that there 
were pieces left over. Would 
the abundance of God be as 
evident without those baskets 
of pieces? How would we 
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know that Christ‘s provision was more than 
enough, if not for those baskets?    
 
Before his death Christ asks his disciples to re-
member him through bread and wine, which are 
to be for them his body and blood: 
 
Now as they were eating, Jesus took bread, and   
after blessing it broke it and gave it to the disci-
ples, and said, "Take, eat; this is my body.‖ And 
he took a cup, and when he had given thanks he 
gave it to them, saying, "Drink of it, all of you, 
for this is my blood of the  new covenant, which    

              is poured out for many for the forgiveness of                                     
              sins. I tell you I will not drink again of this fruit              
              of the vine until that day when I drink it new 
             with you in my Father's kingdom.‖ 
 

Christ is using a meal to teach his disciples. He is filling our ordinary 
food and drink with the utmost significance, his own death. For al-
though Christ was poured out for us, we know that God chose Christ to 
pour all of himself into. Christ bore the frailty of our own flesh and 
demonstrated that even it, especially it, could not constrain the love of 
God. In fact, God became man and loved us fully, completely to excess 
in that act. Though Christ became man and suffered as man, he ex-
ceeded his body. We know this by his resurrection.  
 
In praying the liturgy of the Church, whether the Daily Office or the 
Holy Eucharist, I see again a form that exists to show the abundance of 
God.  It would be easy to see the form of worship as a constraint. Just as 
a cup can only hold so much liquid, a basket only so much bread, our 
words can only say so much. But if we look past the words on the page, 
if we see past the binding of those pages, we will see the excess that can 
only be attributed to God. We will see that the words of the liturgy have 
bound us to the body of Christ, to one another, and to God.   
 
As our voices resound with many voices throughout the history of the 
Church, who have prayed the same prayers we do, we exhibit a trust in 
those who have come before us. The same trust allows those who follow 
to be bound to us. The exuberant and genuine response to God also 
comes through obedience and trust in the liturgy. The form we follow 
does limit us to certain words and responses, but it frees us from the 
limitations of our own personal preferences. We no longer have the bur-
den of making all the choices of worship and prayer. We share that bur-

Christ bore the 

frailty of our own 

flesh and 

demonstrated that 

even it, especially it, 

could not constrain 

the love of God.  
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den by praying the words given to us and by praying them together. 
When we get beyond ourselves, we realize worship is not about us. In-
deed, we are privileged to participate in it, but it is not about one per-
son. We see beyond ourselves to those neglected, mistreated, and miss-
ing from the midst of us. When the liturgy becomes second nature to us, 
when we can recite the prayers from memory, we will know the limits of 
those words and exceed them.  We can share in a rich heritage that God 
has poured himself into and will continue to pour into. 
 
We find throughout Scripture that God is not constrained by space or 
form. And he is no more limited by the traditions of men than he is than 
by, say, the hollow of a cup, or the shallow basin of a bread basket, or 
the frail flesh of man.  God is continually using the common to direct us 
to himself. When I consider again the image from Psalm 23, I realize 
that God is not concerned with wastefulness. In the economy of God, 
there is no waste. The wine that overflows, the pieces of bread that are 
leftover, the wounds of Christ, are not waste but excess. They are the 
evidence of the overabundant generosity of God, for it is through sacri-
fice and brokenness that we become rich in God. Whether we stumble 
through the liturgy or fumble with our words, we can embrace our limi-
tations. When we gather morning and evening to pray the Daily Office 
together, we find a well that does not run dry, or better still, a cup that is 
perpetually overflowing. Would we ask that there be no cup? For it is by 
this cup that we know the abundance of God. The words cascade over 
the lip of the cup, over our own lips, and are not lost; they are never 
lost. 
 
Sonya M. Whetstone is originally from Georgia and joined the Common Friars 
in August 2010. Her interests include writing creative nonfiction, obsessing over 
movies, and acting as editor of the Altar & Table. 
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Sharing the Joy of Food with all who Hunger 
by Paul Clever 

 

T 
he mission of the Common Friars uses explicitly religious lan-
guage like, ―men and women vowed to seek and serve the in-
carnate Christ‖ and ―signs to and of the Church.‖ Yet, the Good 
Earth Farm, our central ministry, uses language that is 

obliquely layered. We have consciously avoided religious language in 
the mission statement of the farm. We go out of our way to welcome 
anyone to our farm, people of all faiths or no faith at all.  While we do 
make it clear that the people living in the farm house are forming a new 
religious order in the Episcopal Church, few understand what that 
means. When we further explain our commitment to a life of prayer and 
gospel poverty, we often do so as a form of apology, making it clear that 
our faith does not come with expectations to our guests. That said: there 
are deeply Christian missions in our goal to ―Share the Joy of Food with 
all who Hunger.‖  
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Joy and Food 
 

J 
esus‘s ministry often takes place at dinner tables. He gives us the 
Eucharist, to re-member him in bread and wine. He instructs us 
to ask God for our daily bread in the Lord‘s Prayer. Christ is our 
food, our joy. At the farm, eating at the table, laboring together 

in the garden, watching the rain water our crops, serving the Eucharist 
to our brothers and sisters are often our greatest times of collective joy. 
These simple moments allow us to see Christ in others, trust that we are 
loved, and know that we are given all we need. Sharing joy is sharing 
the good news.  
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Hunger and Food 
 

T 
he farm seeks to serve those who go to bed without food as well 
as those lacking spiritual connection to God, to Creation or to 
humanity. We are a safe landing on a  tightrope taut of hunger 
and ungrounded hope.  God‘s love is in question when man‘s 

belief in scarcity leaves life ―nasty, brutish, and short.‖ It is Hobbes‘ 
world, not Christ‘s, which is too often the reality for the wealthy and 
poor alike. Whoever drinks of this cup and eats of this bread, those not 
offered by Christ but the world, is left unfilled, anxious, depressed, des-
titute, or violent. The farm at its best is a sign that God exists, that God 
is good, that Christ is the ―bread of life.‖  We are a small sign, not by 
talking about hope or singing glorious hymns of alleluia, but by laboring 
over food which we freely offer.   
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Preserves   

by Heidi Kauffman 
 
In the bleakness of February 
I recall from the cellar  
A single jar of summer sauerkraut, 
glowing gently as rays of sunlight pass through it, 
a luminescent reminder of June‘s abundance. 
 
This year we used Andrea‘s recipe. 
The one her family perfected  
in the sweltering summer kitchens of Salt Gun Holler, 
several generations before there were even thoughts of her.  
There they shredded cabbage to paper thinness  
on the gleaming blades of their ancestral krautbox,  
pummeled cabbage into sterile jars, 
and adjusted the ratio of salt to water  
until the brine was as a precise science. 
 
I taste a bit of the tangy brassica. 
My mouth and rumbling stomach are sated 
as the plump leaves slip over my tongue 
and burst in sour jubilation under my teeth.  
I chuckle as I remember making this batch  
with the kids from Christ Church. 
The girls pretending to squirm as we picked  
cabbageworms off the leaves, 
and plotting practical jokes with our friend Cameron 
as we maneuvered our knives  
through the small mountains  
of nodding cabbage heads before us. 
 
There was such satisfaction 
in seeing all those jars lined up and 
gleaming in the sunlight, 
in tending to them nightly with Dan (my loving husband), 
skimming the layer of scum off their tops  
and in pouring in more brine   
when the cabbage was especially thirsty. 
We watched with vigilance  
as the fine green shreds succame to time and became kraut. 
 
The bounty of February greets me from her barren fields, her laden table. 

These jars are so full. 

 
Heidi Bender Kauffman leads the food preservation efforts at the Good Earth Farm, 
where she lives with her husband Dan. Heidi is also an artist. To see her work online 
check out www.heidibender.net. 

We have what we 
seek.  It is there 

all the time and if 
we give it time it 
will make itself 

known to us.   
 
    Thomas Merton 
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This is the same recipe used by 
Heidi and our volunteers with 
some editorial notes added.  
 
1. Shred (cabbage) with knife, 

really thin 

2. Sterilize jars  

(For a complete description of 
how this step is properly 
done, please see a book on 
canning and preserving.) 

3. Stuff cabbage in to jars 1‖ at a 
time 

4. Pack firm, sprinkle a pinch of 
salt (1/2 tsp.) over each layer 
of cabbage. 

5. Make a brine combining 4 ½ 
tsp. of salt for every 4 c. of wa-
ter. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Bring to a boil and let cool. 

7. Put lids on without sealing—
(turn the lids) 1 revolution, or 
tighten and turn back. 

8. Put in a cool, dark place for 4-
6 weeks. 

9. Scoop out crusties (Check on 
the jars nightly for 4-6 weeks, 
making sure that brine is cov-
ering the top of the cabbage, 
and skimming off any bad 
cabbage above the brine.) 

10. Can it. (Return to the book 
you used for canning and pre-
serving for the proper proce-
dures for this step. )  

Sauerkraut (in jars) 
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T 
hrough the haze of the low hanging dust in the air, the head-
lights of a combine are soon spotted as it rustles through the 
rows of soybeans, working against the clock in order to collect 
the year‘s bounty.  Rural roads are crowded with tractors pull-

ing their full carts and semis hurrying to and from the local grain eleva-
tor. Women and men all over these farming communities work long 
hours to provide for their family by responding to the demand of the 
crop market. For families whose livelihoods are built on such a scene, 
they imagine it painted on a backdrop of lovely auburn colored tree 
lines and the pinks of the setting sun.  
 
 And yet to many in this generation, the picture I‘ve painted and lived 
for much of my life is an unsettling image.  Our society is drowning in 
available facts and figures about the evils of modern agricul-
ture.  Focusing on the negative implications the last seventy years have 
brought to farming communities may better suit the current conversa-
tion.  But to be honest, I am starting to find the critique a bit repetitive, 
unoriginal, and rehearsed.  I would prefer at the present moment to 
point out the erroneous sentiments of the current critique and to reflect 
on the beauty farm work awakens and the redemptive work of Christ in 
the entire world, including the reparation of agriculture.   
 
I am aware, however, of the pains mechanization has brought to our 
land and culture (which, for the sake of space, I will not go into here), 
and while knowing there is a problem that needs to be addressed, I am 
dissatisfied with many of the arguments.  In Cultivating Soil and Soul, 
(2009) Michael Woods offers a rich account of agriculture in monastic 
communities, but also points to 
a dissatisfying ethical separa-
tion between two groups of 
people, referred to as ―the in-
dustrial mind‖ and ―the agrar-
ian mind‖ (p. 200).  The seem-
ingly axiomatic separation 
found here and in other cri-
tiques suggests that there are 
two opposing sides which re-
veal an individual‘s virtue, in-
telligence, or capacity for car-
ing for the Earth. Within the 

The Limits of Conversion 
by Brittany Buttry 
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list of distinctions, he boldly states that ―the in-
dustrial mind is incapable of honoring truly 
good work, skillful—mindful of the whole—
people and creation.  The agrarian works 
thoughtfully, asking: how should this field be 
plowed? Should this tree be cut...?‖ (p. 200). 
This differentiation invokes a good vs. evil image 
which does not appropriately depict individuals 
or communities on either side.  I have observed 
good work and thoughtful decisions in both the 
conventional and alternative forms of agricul-
ture.  I have also observed lazy and unconcerned 
work labeled as organic or sustainable.    
 
In the aforementioned text, Wendell Berry is 
cited to support the idea that conventional farm-
ing:  
 
contributes to the destruction of culture, pulling people away from 
‗home‘ and the wider network   of human-nature relationships that 
gives a person roots…. There exists no affection for a place...no deep 
intimate knowledge and love for land and people and their profound 
interconnectedness. (as cited in Woods, 2009, p. 199 & p.194) 
 
Berry often talks about the value of home and committing to one‘s roots 
and in the same breath disapproves of the very place I call home.  He 
has found beauty in the Jeffersonian model of agriculture, a memory 
from his family‘s experience which has been challenged by the newer 
way of life--a way of life committed to by my family.  Berry has been an 
important voice in my own conversion, but his perspective is shaped by 
his own remembering, as is mine.   
 
I recognize the limits of my own conversion when I begin remembering.  
I can still see my mother loading up her five daughters and the dinner 
meal in the bed of the truck to head out to the field my dad was combin-
ing.  I fondly recall celebrating my sister‘s birthdays in the middle of a 
field, chasing balloons through the stalks as we waited for my parents to 
finish the next round.  I picture myself in my grandmother‘s kitchen 
helping her prepare ham salad with the meat grinder for our lunches.  I 
remember the excitement I could hear in my dad‘s voice, thankful for 
the harvest and ready for the rest winter provides.  I recall my grandpa 
proudly sharing the history of each acre of land and member of family 
covering over a 100 year span.  I still think about those times I would 
journey around the fields with my dad to check to see if the beans had 

In learning to live 

in the tension, I 

hope to expect 

redemption in all 

things.   
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sprouted, inspect the wind damage, or just head uptown to Howard‘s 
for chocolate milk and a candy bar.  I remember the joy of digging in the 
garden, putting in fences or walking beans, and caring for the chickens 
and pigs.  In my first home, I was no stranger to the land or to the need 
for hard work.  Even with the changes of belief and perspective I have 
undergone, these memories are not filled with regret or embarrassment, 
but intricate to who I am, representing the roots of my love for farming. 
 
These reflections do not come out of a defensive spirit towards crucial 
critics, but rather my own need to wrestle with the tension I‘ve encoun-
tered.  How could I reject a place and a way of life that is so much a part 
of my own being?  In learning to live in the tension I hope to expect re-
demption in all things.  These words remind me that salvation is a much 
larger act than my own redemption. I believe in and resonate with the 
way we at the Good Earth Farm are attending to the land and one an-
other. Nevertheless, when I think of the alternatives, I do not want to 
respond with discord or separation, but look for the beauty and respond 
with love, seeing my childhood home as part of the whole. 
 
 
Woods, M. J. (2009).  Cultivating Soil and Soul. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press. 
 
 
Brittany Buttry is originally from Illinois and joined the Common Friars in Au-
gust 2010.  She enjoys learning new skills and playing competitive games, re-
cently this involves learning how to frame a wall, and playing Settlers of Catan 
and badminton. 

 
 



Common Friars at the Good Earth Farm 
10011 Armitage Rd. Athens, Ohio 45701 

740-594-2425  

goodearthfarm@commonfriars.org  

Facebook.com/goodearthfarm  

http://commonfriars.wordpress.com 

Donations 

If you would like to support the Common Friars, you may send your contribu-

tions to  the Good Earth Farm.  

Common Friars receive status as a non-profit 501c(3) organization through the 

Episcopal Church . If you would like to make a contribution by check, it 

should be made out to the Episcopal Church of the Good Shepherd with Good 

Earth Farm  in the memo line.  

Send Us Your Letters 

Thank you for reading this issue of   

Altar &  Table. We would appreciate 

your thoughts and responses. Send your  

letters to the Good Earth Farm 10011 

Armitage Rd. Athens, OH 45701 or 

e m a i l  u s  a t  g o o d e a r t h -

farm@commonfriars.org. Letters may 

be edited for length and content.  

Submissions 

 If you are interested in submitting 

material for future  quarterly publi-

cations please contact us.  Altar & 

Table  would like to include essays, 

poetry, creative non-fiction, fiction, 

original art,  or photography. The 

theme for the summer quarterly will 

be Hospitality. 

Illustrations in this issue of Altar & Table were created by Kelly Latimore and 

are taken from photographs of the Good Earth Farm. All photographs in this 

issue belong to the Common Friars with the exception of the cover art “Sky 

Blue” by Andy Rinehart and the photograph on page 1 taken by Dan Krauss.  

Visit us Online  

Commonfriars.wordpress.com allows you to download an electronic version of 

Altar & Table. You can also offer comments on our individual articles, make a 

donation, view individual profiles of the Common Friars, and learn more about 

the Good Earth Farm.  

Pass It On 

We would like to share our publication with as many people as possible. When 

you have read our publication and desire to share it, pass it on to anyone you 

think may be interested. Anyone interested in receiving a copy of Altar & Ta-

ble should contact the Common Friars to make a request.  


